IoT-Ticket is a complete Internet of Things (IoT) platform
covering data acquisition, reporting, dashboard and analytics. It enables operational efficiency and business model
innovation for industrial companies. The platform supports
supervisory monitoring, control, automation and advanced
reporting functionalities. Companies interested in remotely
monitoring and controlling their assets or interested in providing their customers with this service will benefit from taking IoT-Ticket or its platform components into use.
By adopting industrial standards the platform allows efficient condition, maintenance and reliability management.
Being big data enabled, analyzing large amounts of historical data is easier than ever. Utilizing the WRM247+ or other
3rd party electronics the Internet of Things is becoming reality and IoT-Ticket is positioned at the heart of it.
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IoT-Ticket – How it works?
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Ecosystem
From an ecosystem perspective the IoT-Ticket platform is a one-stop-shop for your data and devices not only for monitoring and control purposes, but also because of the easy integration possibilities which
eventually support your business needs.
Collecting data is easy with IoT-Ticket as it can integrate into most industrial systems with standard
communication protocols like OPC, OPC-UA, Modbus®, CAN, IEC 61850 or 1-Wire. The collected data
can then be utilized by external applications like Simulink® or R for further analysis. Additionally the
Server offers a REST interface which enables easy integration possibilities towards other applications
like SharePoint, SAP, CRM or ERP systems. Furthermore, the IoT-Ticket Security Gateway functionality
enables the use of existing applications from your office by connecting them directly to a remote site
through a secure network tunnel.

Inbuilt Security
IoT-Ticket has been designed with security and privacy in mind. The IoT-Ticket Security Gateway establishes certificate based VPN tunnels that establish secure remote connection to a site. Additionally, it is
possible to define specifically which users have access to the available components and their functionality.

Dashboard

Web UI for visualizing collected data • HTML5 technology • Tablet support
UI components & logic are created using IoT-Ticket Interface Designer

Vehicle efficiency tracking

Status monitoring

Asset control

The IoT-Ticket Dashboard is a modern, web-based and user-friendly interface for end-users. A user can interact
securely with remote devices, check their status, view reports or get status updates on the current operational
performance. Furthermore, powerful content creation tools are also available. The Dashboard can be utilized in
various scenarios – e.g. vehicle tracking, real time plant or machinery monitoring and control. As many Dashboard Pages are available the user can switch between different contexts and drill into information starting from
enterprise level to sites, assets and data nodes.

Interface Designer

INTERFACE DESIGNER
The powerful and web-based IoT-Ticket Interface
Designer integrates seamlessly into the Dashboard
and offers a user the possibility to create or modify
content. The user can draw new elements or add images, gauges, charts, tables, Sankey diagrams, buttons and many other elements onto the Dashboard.
Those elements can then be easily connected to data
by dragging and dropping Data Tags onto them.

DATAFLOW EDITOR
The easy to use IoT-Ticket Dataflow Editor is an IEC
61131-3 inspired, web-based, graphical block programming editor that seamlessly integrates with the
Interface Designer. A user can design the dataflow by
connecting function blocks to implement complex
logic operations which can then be used to execute
control actions or routed to user interface elements
for monitoring purposes.

Report Editor

Report Editor
One of the key features of the IoT-Ticket platform is
the possibility to design and export reports that can
be filled with content automatically. Creating condition, maintenance or reliability reports has never
been easier. These types of reports can be used to
comply with regulations or to provide the customer
with valuable information about their assets.

The Report Editor seamlessly integrates with the web-based Dashboard from where the Report Viewer
can be launched to either view the report in a web-browser or to export it in PDF format. In case the
user has the rights to create or modify reports he will also be able to do so. Designing reports is done
in a similar way as creating the Dashboard content: By adding pages to a report document and filling
them with content text or other report elements like charts, gauges, Sankey diagrams, state indicators,
etc. Additionally variables can be used in the text to dynamically inject predefined statement (for e.g.
creating recommendations). The data can then be connected either with the Data Tag Browser or the
Dataflow Editor.

WRM 247+
WRM 247+ is a robust device for remote management,
measurement and control. The device can be used independently or as a part of IoT-Ticket platform. Designed
by Wapice, it has complete customization opportunities.
 Custom tailored: get only the features you need
 Use as a part of IoT-Ticket platform
 Or use independently

Visit IoT-Ticket.com for more information
We also have a reseller and content partner program.
In case you are interested in partnering with us,
please do not hesitate to contact us.

www.wapice.com
info@wapice.com
+358 10 277 5000

